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Lesson 5: Mesh Refinement

more accurate representation of the actual physical model. This will help ... You will need to consider the following while refining the mesh based on precision: 1. 
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CATIA V5 Analysis



Lesson 5: Mesh Refinement



Student Notes:



In this lesson, you will learn how to improve accuracy of solution using mesh refinement techniques. Lesson content:
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Case Study: Drill Press Table Mesh Refinement Design Intent Stages in the Process What is Mesh Refinement Adaptive Mesh Refinement



Duration: Approximately 0.25 days
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CATIA V5 Analysis



Case Study: Drill Press Table Mesh Refinement



Student Notes:



The case study for this lesson is the Drill Press Table FE model Post-processing. The case study focuses on mesh refinement in order to obtain required visualization images. Introduction to FEA



•Exercises



GPS preprocessing



•Exercises



GPS Computation



GPS Postprocessing



Mesh Refinement



•Exercises



•Exercises



•Exercises
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(Case Study)



Drill Press Table FE Model
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Assembly Structural Analysis



•Exercises



Master Project



Drill Press FE model with Refined Mesh
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CATIA V5 Analysis Student Notes:



Design Intent The analysis must be performed with the following mesh and adaptivity parameters: Solve the initial FE model with a mesh size of 33 mm, absolute sag 3 mm and parabolic element type. Refine the mesh with the percent global error rate as percent objective error = 12% Compute with Adaptivity using an initial number iterations as 30, keeping Global mesh size unmodified and allowing Global sags to modify Compare the difference in values of maximum Von Mises stress with Discontinuous iso and maximum Von Mises stress with average iso.
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The above two values should be approximately the same in order to achieve convergence.
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Drill Press Table Von Mises Stress Image with Discontinuous iso
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CATIA V5 Analysis



Stages in the Process



Student Notes:



The following steps are used to perform the case study:
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Solve the model with initial mesh. Specify Global Adaptivity parameters. Compute with Adaptivity. Check the results.
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Drill press Table Von Mises Stress Image with Average iso
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CATIA V5 Analysis



Step 1: What is Mesh Refinement



Student Notes:



You will learn how to use various functionalities in GPS workbench to refine mesh to improve accuracy of solution. What is Mesh Refinement



2.



Adaptive Mesh Refinement
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1.
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CATIA V5 Analysis Student Notes:



What is Mesh Refinement Initial FE solution provides you the results that are generally obtained using coarse meshing and simple element types. The purpose of this initial solution is to get a rough idea of the results using simple FE modeling and minimum computation time. These results may be sufficiently accurate, but if not you can improve the accuracy with mesh refinement. Mesh refinement is the process by which you create more accurate representation of the actual physical model. This will help to reduce the discretization error and the solution will converge towards a more accurate solution.
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The mesh can be refined either by increasing the number of finite elements or by using the higher order elements. There can be several Mesh Refinement Iterations to achieve the solution that you, as an analyst, judge sufficiently accurate.
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Pre-processing (FE Modeling)



Computation (Solving FE Model)



Post-processing (View Results)



Mesh Refinement Iterations



Create Reports Finite Element Analysis Process
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CATIA V5 Analysis



What are Global and Local Mesh Refinement (1/2)



Student Notes:



You will need to consider the following while refining the mesh based on precision:



First analyze component with a coarse mesh. A coarse mesh is to provide only an initial primary guess of stress values and does not give the clear picture of stress distribution.



2.



Thus you can further refine the mesh globally to get comparatively accurate and continuous picture of stresses. Global mesh refinement involves decreasing the mesh size and sag for the whole FE model.
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1.
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CATIA V5 Analysis



What are Global and Local Mesh Refinement (2/2) Successive global mesh refinement may not lead to significant change in stress values in major areas of the component. It may however increases CPU computation time. You can spot these areas within precision plots where the ‘local error’ distribution is comparatively low and uniform.



4.



Using a precision plot you will also get areas of high local error values. These are generally the areas where loads or constraints are applied on the component and areas of abrupt change in geometry or cross section. If the mesh is further refined in these areas, it will improve the stress continuity leading to accurate values of stresses in these regions.
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3.



Student Notes:
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CATIA V5 Analysis Student Notes:



Refining Mesh using Precision Image (1/2) You will see how to optimize mesh refinement iterations using precision: 1a 1.



Solve FE model with initial mesh. a. b. c.



Study Von Mises Stresses Discontinuous iso. Study Precision Image to find areas of High error value. Check Global Error Rate from Global Error Rate Sensor in tree.



1c



Location of Significant stress discontinuity
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1b
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Area where further mesh Refinement is not required



Location where Mesh refinement is required.
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CATIA V5 Analysis Student Notes:



Refining Mesh using Precision Image (2/2) A high value of Local Error is a measure of stress discontinuity at that location. The more the stress pattern in the ‘Discontinuous Iso Image’ is uniform, the more accurate the solution will be. In each Mesh Refinement step, the ‘Global Error Rate’ decreases. The ‘Global Error Rate’ sensor indicates overall accuracy of the solution. Determining acceptable values for the ‘Global Error Rate’ and the ‘Error in energy’ depends on the judgment of the analyst; however, we recommend that the ‘Error in energy’ be on the order of 10e-8 J or less and the ‘Global Error Rate’ be less than 10%. 2.



Refine Mesh and solve Model. a. b. c.



Improved Element Stress Continuity



2a



Study Von Mises Stresses Discontinuous iso. Study Precision Image to find areas of High error value. Check Global Error Rate from Global Error Rate Sensor in tree.
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2c
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2b



Reduced Local error
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CATIA V5 Analysis



Step 2: Adaptive Mesh Refinement



Student Notes:



You will learn what is adaptive mesh refinement and how to perform adaptive mesh refinement computation in GPS workbench. 1. What is Mesh Refinement
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2. Adaptive Mesh Refinement
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CATIA V5 Analysis Student Notes:



What is Adaptive Mesh Refinement In Adaptive Mesh Refinement, the mesh is refined by increasing or decreasing the number of elements as well as by increasing or decreasing the element sizes. The order of the element remains same. The refinement is performed based on local error value. The mesh is refined in the areas where local error estimates are high.



Mesh to be refined using Adaptive mesh refinement
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After performing each adaptivity computation, always compare the averaged stress and strain results to the un-averaged results to see whether the solution has converged. As a general rule, the decision for the next refinement iteration should be based on the change in result values between last two iterations.
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You will observe that the areas of high Local error in previous mesh are refined with a fine mesh.
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CATIA V5 Analysis Student Notes:



Computing with Adaptivity (1/3) You will see how to compute using Adaptive mesh refinement technique : 1.



Solve FE model with initial mesh. a. b. c. d.



1a



Create Precision Image to find areas of High error value. Create Von Mises Stresses Discontinuous iso and observe the Maximum Von Mises stress value. Create Von Mises Stresses Average iso and observe the Maximum Von Mises stress value. Compare above two Maximum Von Mises stress values.



Precision Image



In this case the Maximum Von Mises stress value with Discontinuous iso is 2.48e+003. The Maximum Von Mises stress value with Average iso is 2.23e+003. Observe the difference between two values which will be reduced after refinement, as the solution converges. 1b
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1c
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Average iso



Discontinuous iso
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CATIA V5 Analysis Student Notes:



Computing with Adaptivity (2/3) 2.



a. b. c. d. 3.



Click Adaptivity icon. Select Mesh Part in the Supports field. Current error field will display the current value of global error. In Objective Error (%) field, specify the required global error value. Click OK.



2b 2c



Compute with Adaptivity. a. b. c.
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2a



Specify Global Adaptivity parameters.



d.



e.



Click Compute with Adaptivity icon. In Iterations Numbers field specify the Maximum number of mesh refinement iterations to be performed. Check Allow unrefinement if you need to modify Global mesh size. This will allow to increase the mesh size where the error is low. Check Desacitvate global sags if you need to deactivate global sags. Thus the sags will not restrict the element size to grow as per requirement. Click OK.
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2d



3a 3b 3c 3d



3e
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CATIA V5 Analysis Student Notes:



Computing with Adaptivity (3/3) 4.



Check the results. a. b. c. d.



Create Precision Image. Create Von Mises Stresses Discontinuous iso and observe the Maximum Von Mises stress value. Create Von Mises Stresses Average iso and observe the Maximum Von Mises stress value. Compare above two Maximum Von Mises stress values. The difference between them is decreases as the solution converges and accuracy improves.



4a



Precision Image



In case the Objective error is not reached, you will receive the warning message at the end of adaptivity iterations; then increase the number of iterations and again compute with Adaptivity. 4b
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4c
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Average iso



Discontinuous iso
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CATIA V5 Analysis



To Sum Up



Student Notes:
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In the following slides you will find a summary of the topics covered in this lesson.
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CATIA V5 Analysis Student Notes:



What is Mesh Refinement Initial FE solution provides you the results that are generally obtained using simple element types and coarse meshing. From this solution, you can get the rough idea of the results using simple FE modeling which requires minimum computation time. These results may not be sufficiently accurate. In the process of mesh refinement you will increase the accuracy of the solution, by reducing the descetization error.



Estimated local error with initial coarse mesh.
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Global mesh refinement involves decreasing the mesh size and sag for the whole FE model. Successive global mesh refinement may not lead to significant change in the stress values in the major areas of the component; however it will increase the CPU computation time. So using precision plots you can spot the regions of high local error values, and refine the mesh in those regions locally.



Estimated local error with global mesh refinement



The ‘Global Error Rate’ sensor indicates overall accuracy of the solution. In each mesh refinement step the ‘Global Error Rate’ decreases.
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Estimated local error with local mesh refinement
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CATIA V5 Analysis Student Notes:



Adaptive Mesh Refinement In Adaptive Mesh Refinement, the mesh is refined by increasing or decreasing the element sizes. The order of the element remains the same. The mesh is refined in the areas where local error estimates are high. In general following steps are involved in Computing the mesh using Adaptive Mesh Refinement technique. 1. 2. 3. 4.



Solve the FE model with initial mesh. Specify the Adaptivity parameters. Compute with Adaptivity. Check the results.



Mesh to be refined using Adaptive mesh refinement
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After refinement, the difference between stress values with Average iso and Discontinuous iso decreases, as the solution converges.
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You will observe that the areas of high Local error in previous mesh are refined with a fine mesh.
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CATIA V5 Analysis Student Notes:



Main Tools Adaptive Mesh Refinement 1



2



New Adaptivity Entity: Lets you create the adaptivity on a mesh part for a static analysis case solution.



1



Compute with Adaptivity: Lets you compute the solution with adaptivity.
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CATIA V5 Analysis



Exercise 5A



Student Notes:



Recap Exercise 15 min



In this exercise, you will reduce the error using mesh refinement iterations. Detailed instructions are provided for this exercise.



By the end of this exercise you will be able to: Use Global Adaptivity specification Compute with Adaptivity Use Global Error Rate sensor
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Create and observe improvement in results



Models attached in the exercises ahead are larger in size. So please ensure that there is free disc space of around 2 GB.
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CATIA V5 Analysis Student Notes:



Exercise 5A (1/4) 1.



Open a Analysis Document. Open 5A_Hollow_Shaft_3D_Start.CATAnalysis.



2.



Solve FE model with initial mesh. Compute the model with following parameters. a. b. c. d.



Use element Size 24.163mm, Absolute sag 3.866mm. Use Element type as Parabolic. Click OK. Click the Compute icon and click OK.



2a
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2b
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CATIA V5 Analysis



Exercise 5A (2/4) 3.



Student Notes:



Study the Results. Study the Precision, Von Mises Stress Discontinuous iso and Average iso. Study the Global Error Rate (%). a. b.



c.



d.



Create the Global Error Rate (%) sensor.
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e.



Create Precision Image. Create Von Mises Stress Discontinuous iso and observe the Maximum Von Mises stress value. Create Von Mises Stress Average iso and observe the Maximum Von Mises stress value. Compare above two Maximum Von Mises stress values.
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CATIA V5 Analysis Student Notes:



Exercise 5A (3/4) 4.



Specify Global Adaptivity parameters. Specify Global Adaptivity parameters. a. b.



c. d.



Click the Adaptivity icon. Select Mesh Part in the support field. Current Error (%) field will display the current value of global error. In Objective Error (%) field, specify the required global error value. Click OK.



4a 4b 4c



4d



5.



Solve the FE model with Adaptivity. Compute with Adaptivity. a. b.
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c. d. e. f.



Click the Compute with Adaptivity icon. Specify the maximum number of mesh refinement iterations, in the field Iterations Number, as 10. Check Allow unrefinement if you need to modify Global mesh size. Check Desacitvate global sags if you need to deactivate global sags. Check Minimum size and enter it as 2 mm. Click OK.
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5a 5b 5c



5d 5e



5f
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CATIA V5 Analysis



Exercise 5A (4/4) 6.



Student Notes:



Study the results after refinement. Evaluate all earlier results. a. b.



c. d.
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e.



Activate Precision Image. Activate Von Mises Stresses Discontinuous iso and observe the Maximum Von Mises stress value. Activate Von Mises Stresses Average iso and observe the Maximum Von Mises stress value. Compare above two Maximum Von Mises stress values. Update Global Error Rate (%) Sensor using contextual menu.
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CATIA V5 Analysis



Exercise 5A: Recap



Student Notes:



Use Global Adaptivity specification. Compute with Adaptivity. Use Global Error Rate sensor.
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Create and Observe improvement in results.
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CATIA V5 Analysis



Case Study: Drill Press Table Mesh Refinement



Student Notes:



Recap Exercise 30 min



You will practice what you learned, by completing the case study model. In this exercise, you will how to use adaptive mesh refinement to improve analysis results for Drill Press Table FE model. Recall the design intent of this model:
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Solve the model with initial mesh Specify Global Adaptivity parameters Compute with Adaptivity Check the results
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CATIA V5 Analysis Student Notes:



Case Study: Introduction



The case study for this lesson is the Drill Press Table FE Model Mesh Refinement. The focus of this case study is to perform mesh refinement using adaptive mesh refinement. You will perform following steps in order to achieve this.
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1. 2. 3. 4.



Solve the model with initial mesh. Specify Global Adaptivity parameters. Compute with Adaptivity. Check the results.



Drill press Table FE Model Local error distribution for initial mesh
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Drill press Table FE Model Local error distribution for final mesh
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CATIA V5 Analysis



Design Intent (1/2)



Student Notes:



You will solve the initial FE model with mesh size 33 mm, Absolute sag 3 mm and parabolic element type. You will study the following results. View the local error distribution. Note the maximum local error value. View the % global error rate. Note the % global error rate by creating the global error sensor. Compare the difference in values of maximum Von Mises stress with Discontinuous iso and maximum Von Mises stress with average iso. Specify the Global Adaptivity parameters Select the mesh part to be refined.
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Define the required % global error rate as % objective error. Specify % objective error as 12%.
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CATIA V5 Analysis



Design Intent (2/2)



Student Notes:



Compute with Adaptivity. Specify the iterations to be performed. Specify number iterations as 30. Keep Global mesh size unmodified. Uncheck allow mesh Unrefinement. Allow Global sags to modify. Check Deacitvate global sags. You will again study the following results. View the local error distribution. Note the maximum local error value. View the % global error rate. Note the % global error rate by creating the global error sensor.
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Compare the difference in values of maximum Von Mises stress with Discontinuous iso and maximum Von Mises stress with average iso. The above two values should be approximately same in order to achieve convergence. In case the Objective error is not reached, increase the number of iterations and again compute with Adaptivity More the number of iterations more memory is required for computation. Please make sure that you have enough disk space compute the solution.
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CATIA V5 Analysis



Do It Yourself



Student Notes:



The following steps offer hints to guide you through the mesh refinement of FE model for Drill Press Table. Open an Analysis Document Drill_Press_Table_Mesh_Refinement_Start.CATAnalysis.



2.



Solve the model with initial mesh. Use mesh size 33 mm, Absolute sag 3 mm and parabolic element type.



3.



Specify Global Adaptivity parameters.



4.



Compute with Adaptivity.



5.



Check the results.
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1.
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CATIA V5 Analysis



Case Study: Drill Press Table Mesh Refinement Recap



Student Notes:



Solve the model with initial mesh. Specify Global Adaptivity parameters. Compute with Adaptivity.
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Check the results.
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